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Abstract: Forest topsoil supports vegetation growth and contains the majority of soil nutrients that
are important indices of soil fertility and quality. Therefore, estimating forest topsoil properties,
such as soil organic matter (SOM), total nitrogen (Total N), pH, litter-organic (O-A) horizon depth
(Depth) and available phosphorous (AvaP), is of particular importance for forest development and
management. As an emerging technology, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) can capture the
three-dimensional structure and intensity information of scanned objects, and can generate high
resolution digital elevation models (DEM) using ground echoes. Moreover, great power for estimating
forest topsoil properties is enclosed in the intensity information of ground echoes. However, the
intensity has not been well explored for this purpose. In this study, we collected soil samples from
62 plots and the coincident airborne LiDAR data in a Korean pine forest in Northeast China, and
assessed the effectiveness of both multi-scale intensity data and LiDAR-derived topographic factors
for estimating forest topsoil properties. The results showed that LiDAR-derived variables could
be robust predictors of four topsoil properties (SOM, Total N, pH, and Depth), with coefficients
of determination (R2) ranging from 0.46 to 0.66. Ground-returned intensity was identified as the
most effective predictor for three topsoil properties (SOM, Total N, and Depth) with R2 values of
0.17–0.64. Meanwhile, LiDAR-derived topographic factors, except elevation and sediment transport
index, had weak explanatory power, with R2 no more than 0.10. These findings suggest that the
LiDAR intensity of ground echoes is effective for estimating several topsoil properties in forests
with complicated topography and dense canopy cover. Furthermore, combining intensity and
multi-scale LiDAR-derived topographic factors, the prediction accuracies (R2) were enhanced by
negligible amounts up to 0.40, relative to using intensity only for topsoil properties. Moreover, the
prediction accuracy for Depth increased by 0.20, while for other topsoil properties, the prediction
accuracies increased negligibly, when the scale dependency of soil–topography relationship was
taken into consideration.
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1. Introduction

Forest topsoil properties, such as soil organic matter (SOM), total nitrogen (Total N), pH, O-A
horizon depth (Depth) and available phosphorous (AvaP), are the most important indices for soil
fertility and quality [1]. Accurate estimation of topsoil properties is therefore essential for forest
productivity, sustainable soil utilization, and management [2].
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Estimation of forest topsoil properties over large areas is an important subject in soil science.
Generally, estimating factors of forest topsoil properties using traditional methods can be categorized
into two groups: based on topographic factors and based on soil spectral reflectance information [3].
DEM-derived topographic factors, including but not limited to elevation, slope, aspect, and
topographic wetness, have been shown to be effective predictors of SOM, Total N, pH, Depth, hydraulic
factors and other soil properties across different spatial scales. It is worth pointing out that the
soil–topography relationship is often scale dependent, requiring multi-scale DEM-derived topographic
factors for estimating topsoil properties. Furthermore, recent studies showed that the neighbor extent
had affected soil–terrain correlations to a greater degree than grid resolution [4–13], and neighbor
extent was worth considering. As for soil spectral reflection information, previous studies found
that there was a strong correlation between certain soil properties (including soil total carbon, SOM,
Total N, mineralized nitrogen, pH value, etc.) and soil spectral reflectance in the NIR-SWIR (near
infrared to short wave infrared) range, with R2 values greater than 0.8 [9–12]. The radiation within
NIR region is absorbed by various chemical bonds, such as C–H, C=O, N–H, and O–H present in soil
samples. Furthermore, the radiation is proportionally absorbed with respect to the concentration of
these compounds. As a result, the reflectance spectra of NIR essentially contain information about the
organic composition of the soil [14–17]. Soil spectral reflectance therefore has also been adopted for
estimating topsoil properties.

As an emerging active remote sensing technology, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) can
provide high resolution three-dimensional (3D) information for target objects. In the past two decades,
3D spatial information has been widely applied in forest ecology, including but not limited to estimation
of forest biomass, extraction of standing height and stem volume, distinguishing forest habitat types,
and assessing biodiversity [18–23]. One of the most important LiDAR products is the high resolution
topographic map interpolated from ground echoes. The LiDAR-derived high resolution digital
elevation model (DEM) can be used to generate slope layer, aspect layer, topographic wetness index
(WI), relative stream power index (RSP), sediment transport index (STI), total curvature (TC) and so on,
and those DEM-derived products together with the DEM layer are powerful tools for estimating soil
properties. Furthermore, LiDAR data can “penetrate” dense forest canopy even in mountainous areas,
providing high resolution DEM information where traditional aerial photogrammetry- and optical
sensor-derived DEM products remain highly uncertain [24–27].

In addition to 3D DEM information, LiDAR data also provide “intensity” information associated
with each laser hit, which is strongly related to the spectral reflectance of targets [28–31]. Intensity
information is a relative measure of the integration of power received over time for given return
signals [32]. When spectral characteristics of target objects are different, their reflectance varies [33,34].
Because LiDAR intensity is a function of many factors, it has not been widely used in forest ecology, and
what can be accomplished using LiDAR intensity information remains limited. To exclude the influence
of factors such as weather, distance, and scale, normalization, filtering, distance calibration, resampling,
and radiation calibration have been commonly adopted to calibrate intensity data. Using intensity
information, previous studies focused on detecting inundated understory areas [35], lithological
mapping [36], land cover classification [37–39], and estimating C stocks above- and below-ground in
boreal forests [40]. In the area of soil sciences, intensity information has only been used to estimate soil
properties like soil surface moisture [41,42], surface roughness [43], and texture [44].

Although LiDAR can provide two important variables: LiDAR-derived intensity of ground
echoes and topographic factors. Few studies have used LiDAR-derived intensity of ground returns
and multi-scale topographic factors to predict topsoil properties.

In the present study, we acquired small footprint airborne LiDAR data and data on soil properties
in a Korean pine mixed forest in northeastern China, and explored the effectiveness of multi-scale
LiDAR-derived intensity and topographic information for predicting soil properties. In detail, the
objectives of our study were to explore: (1) whether forest topsoil properties can be estimated by
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multi-scale LiDAR-derived intensity and topographic factors; and (2) what accuracies can be achieved
using LiDAR-derived factors to estimate forest topsoil properties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study site is located at the Liangshui National Nature Reserve, Dailing Distract, Yicun
City, Helongjiang Province, P.R. China, extending from 128˝4718” to 128˝57119” E in longitude, and
from 47˝6149” to 47˝16110” N in latitude (Figure 1). The site has a typical temperate continental
monsoon climate, with an annual mean temperature of approximately ´0.3 ˝C. The annual mean
precipitation is 676 mm, about 60% of which occurs during June and July. The area is characterized
by conifer-deciduous mixed forest dominated by Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis), Korean spruce (Picea
koraiensis) and fir (Abies nephrolepis) with 50%–60% canopy coverage. Major hardwoods in the area are
white birch (Betula platyphylla), Amur corktree (Phellodendrona murense), Northeast China ash (Fraxinus
mandshurica), and Manchurian Walnut (Juglans mandshuria). The understory is very clear as a result
of forest management every ten years that clears most understory vegetation. The type of soil is
Dark-brown soil, which belongs to Argosols Order (Inceptisols) [45]. It develops in conifer–deciduous
mixed forests of temperate humid regions. The soil parent materials are mostly weathering materials
from granite, andesite, and basalt. The profile type is O-AB-Bt-C, humus is accumulated in the surface,
showing a neutrality or sub-acidity reaction; base saturation ranges from 60% to 80%. Clay, ferric and
manganese contents in the middle zone are more than those of the upper and lower zones [46].
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2.2. Soil Data

The soil data from 62 rectangular plots (0.06 ha each, 20 m ˆ 30 m) were collected in August 2009.
The plot centers are located at network intersections of 1 km intervals in the Beijing-54 coordinate
system. Furthermore, the plot centers were offset by 50 m when the desired coordinates fell on
rivers, roads, landings, or any inaccessible location (Figure 1). In every plot, we used GPS receivers
(Garmin 76) to obtain the signals of the real time dynamic differential GPS, and to determine the center
coordinate of each plot with a positioning precision of 2 cm. In addition, the distance between GPS
receivers and the base station was less than 15 km.

We collected soil samples from the center and four corners in each plot by digging holes (1 m ˆ 1 m)
with depths ranging from O (litter layer) to A (organic layer). Subsequently, a steel meter stick was
used to determine the depth of the O-A horizon. The soil samples were air dried in separate cloth bags
at room temperature (20–30 ˝C). They were filtered through various sizes of sieves (0.149 and 1 mm)
for different analyses. Topsoil properties including SOM, Total N, pH and AvaP were determined,
respectively as follows: soil samples filtered through the mesh size of 0.149 mm were used to measure
soil organic material by the sulfochromic oxidation approach; soil samples filtered through the mesh
size of 0.149 mm were used to measure Total N by elemental analysis method; soil samples filtered
through the mesh size of 1 mm were used to determine pH values by the electro-potential method;
and soil samples filtered through mesh size of 1 mm were used to determine AvaP using the sodium
hydrogen carbonate solution-Mo-Sb anti-spectrophotometric method [45]. Data descriptions of the
62 soil samples are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of soil samples.

Variable N Mean Median Std Error Min Max

SOM (%) 62 12.11 11.94 0.57 3.21 26.3
Total N (%) 62 0.49 0.49 0.02 0.17 0.90

pH 62 5.41 5.35 0.05 4.77 6.35
Depth (cm) 62 19.67 20.13 0.84 6.33 32.80

AvaP (ug/g) 62 21.40 19.83 0.75 13.1 37.40

2.3. LiDAR Data

The LiDAR data were acquired in September 2009 using an airborne LiteMapper 5600 laser system.
The laser sensor operated at 150 kHz with laser pulse length of 3.5 ns and total scan angle of 14˝. Up to
four return signals per pulse were recorded by the sensor. More than 50% overlap of adjacent flight
lines was applied to obtain a point density of up to 8 points/m2. Raw data were stored in LAS files
(format version 1.0). The intensity values of all points (1556 nm laser energy) were rescaled as 8-bit
data (0–255). The final points were geo-referenced to the Beijing-54 coordinate system (Table S1).

Pre-processing for classifying ground returns from the raw point clouds was performed by a data
vendor (Ingenieur Gesellschaft für Interfaces mbH, Kreuztal, Germany) on the MicroStation Platform
using a triangular adaptive-algorithm [47] in TerraScan suites of TerraSoild software (Terrasolid Ltd.,
Helsinki, Finland). As the forest canopy is not very dense and coverage is 0.5–0.6, most LiDAR pulses
can reach the ground. The point density of the extracted ground returns is up to 4 points/m2, and there
were enough ground returns to produce the fine scale (1.5 m grid resolution and 3 ˆ 3 neighbor extent)
DEM and intensity layer using a kriging interpolate method. For exploring the scale-dependency
of soil–topography relationship, the grid resolution and neighbor extent should be taken into
consideration. We resampled the DEM and intensity layer to coarser resolutions (10 and 50 m)
and larger neighbor extents (5ˆ 5 and 7ˆ 7) using a mean resampling method from the raster package
in R software, and finally nine scale DEMs and intensity layers were produced for further analysis.

Seven types of topographic factors from the nine scale DEM layers were produced by Whitebox
GAT (Version 2.0), and 63 multi-scale topographic variables were generated to further analyze the
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scale dependency of the soil–topography relationship [48]. The seven types of topographic factors are
as follows: elevation, slope, aspect, STI, WI, RSP, and TC (Table S2) [49,50]. Formulas for calculating
these topographic variables are as follows:

WI “ ln
Ac

tanβ
(1)

RSP “ Acp ˆ tanβ (2)

STI “ pM` 1q ˆ
ˆ

Ac
22.12

˙m
ˆ

ˆ

sin
β

0.0896

˙n
(3)

where Ac is the specific catchment area, namely, the upslope contributing area per unit contour
length; β is the local slope gradient in degrees; p is a user-defined exponent term that controls the
location-specific relationship between the contributing area and discharge (default, p = 1.0); m is
usually set to 0.4; and n is usually set to 1.3.

LiDAR intensity is a function of many factors, such as distance between target and sensor,
scanning angle, atmosphere condition, and flight overlapping. Proper processing often depends on
the intended application. In this study, we used ENVI LiDAR tools to decrease the influence of flight
overlapping on intensity values, calculated the average intensity values of all points to weaken the
influence of local terrain, and applied a 3 ˆ 3 median filter [28] to calibrate intensity. However, many
studies found that the most important influencing factor for intensity was distance [38,51,52]. We also
performed distance normalization of intensity values to calibrate the original intensity to offset the
distance-dependency error. This method is widely used and the formula is as follows [51,52]:

I1 “ Iˆ
R
R2

f
(4)

where I1 is the normalized intensity, I is the original intensity, R is the distance between sensor and
target, and R f is a standard distance (e.g., 800 m).

2.4. Statistics Analysis

To explore the effectiveness of the aforementioned LiDAR-derived variables for estimating soil
properties, Pearson correlation analysis was first performed to indicate the existence of positive or
negative relationships between each of the 72 multi-scale predictors and five soil properties, and the
variable with the largest value of the correlation coefficients across nine scales was selected as the
optimal scale correlated variable for each topsoil property, which showed the scale dependency of the
relationships between LiDAR-derived variables and topsoil properties. Then, information theory was
used to select the model variables from each scale level (nine resolution-neighbor extent combination
scales) and the optimal model across nine scales for each soil property. The information theory
approach has been widely accepted for selecting model variables and the optimal models [53,54].
It ranks all possible combinations of variables using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). We
therefore selected the subset of variables with the smallest AIC value for the model. Consequently,
the model with the smallest AIC value among nine selected models across scales was selected as the
optimal model for each soil property [55]. The formulas are as follows:

AIC “ 2k´ ln plq (5)

where k is the number of variables and l is the value of the maximum-likelihood function.
Then, general linear model regression (GLM) was performed for each soil property using the

optimal scale model variables selected by the information theory approach. The variance explained by
each of the selected predictors was also quantified by an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the GLM.
All data were analyzed using the R statistical package (R version 3.1.2). Finally, for exploring the spatial
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patterns of topsoil properties, we used the “map algebra” module of ArcGIS (version 10.1) to establish
the soil maps through calculating the corresponding layers of selected variables with the relationships
established by the GLM method for each topsoil property at the optimal scale. The topsoil map for
each property was established, which is visual to understand the pattern of each topsoil property.

3. Results

3.1. Correlation Analysis and Variable Selection

Pearson correlation was implemented and the best result of the correlation between 72 multi-scale
variables and five topsoil properties was selected and is shown in Table 2. The result suggested
that the relationships between intensity and three topsoil properties (SOM, Total N, and pH) were
significantly positive (rSOM = 0.80, p < 0.05; rTotalN = 0.79, p < 0.05; rpH = 0.27, p < 0.05), while intensity
was negatively related to Depth (rDepth = ´0.51, p < 0.05). Intensity was not, however, significantly
related to AvaP.

Table 2. Best result of Pearson correlation between multi-scale variables and topsoil properties.

SOM Total N pH Depth AvaP

Variables R p r p r p R p r p

Intensity 0.80 a 0.000 0.79 a 0.000 0.27 a 0.037 ´0.51 a 0.000 ´0.17 d 0.189
Elevation 0.18 a 0.169 0.21 a 0.107 ´0.49 a 0.000 ´0.29 a 0.020 ´0.13 g 0.32
Aspect ´0.13 c 0.307 ´0.15 c 0.243 ´0.17 a 0.197 ´0.15 e 0.251 ´0.19 d 0.323
Slope 0.19 c 0.142 0.20 c 0.127 ´0.10 b 0.427 ´0.27 h 0.032 ´0.20 h 0.128

TC ´0.25 g 0.051 ´0.27 g 0.037 0.22 a 0.092 ´0.23 a 0.068 ´0.21 e 0.103
RSP ´0.21 a 0.095 ´0.25 a 0.046 0.17 h 0.184 ´0.23 h 0.074 ´0.17 a 0.184
STI 0.14 b 0.267 0.14 b 0.293 ´0.15 b 0.253 ´0.45 e 0.000 ´0.25 g 0.053
WI ´0.17 a 0.176 ´0.15 a 0.26 0.15 h 0.241 ´0.24 a 0.064 0.08 f 0.521

Notes: a represents the scale with 1 m gird resolution and 4.5 m neighbor extent; b represents the scale with 10
m gird resolution and 30 m neighbor extent; c represents the scale with 50 m gird resolution and 150 m neighbor
extent; d represents the scale with 10 m gird resolution and 50 m neighbor extent; e represents the scale with
50 m gird resolution and 250 m neighbor extent; f represents the scale with 1.5 m gird resolution and 10.5 m
neighbor extent; g represents the scale with 10 m gird resolution and 70 m neighbor extent; h represents the
scale with 50 m gird resolution and 350 m neighbor extent.

There were several types of multi-scale topographic factors that also showed significant
relationships with topsoil properties in different scales. Among them, elevation was significantly
negatively related to pH and Depth (rDepth = ´0.29, p < 0.05; rpH = ´0.49, p < 0.05), slope
was negatively related to Depth (rDepth = ´0.27, p < 0.05), TC was negatively related to
SOM and Total N (rSOM = ´0.25, p = 0.051; rTotalN = ´0.27, p < 0.05), RSP was negatively related
to Total N (rTotalN = ´0.25, p < 0.05), and STI was significantly negatively related to Depth and
AvaP (rDepth = ´0.45, p < 0.05; rAvaP = ´0.25, p = 0.053) (Table 2).

Moreover, the results also showed that except for intensity, elevation and RSP, topographic factors
had strong scale dependencies for predicting topsoil properties. In general, the topographic factors
with coarser grid resolutions and bigger neighbor extents, were more strongly related to five topsoil
properties, namely, they had stronger explanatory power for those topsoil properties (Table 2), which
supported the conclusions of previous researches [6,7].

Information theory was used to select one optimal scale out of nine scales, one optimal variable or
subset of variables, and the optimal model with respect to the selected optimal scale for predicting each
topsoil property. The AIC value of each scale model is shown in Table S3. In terms of the principle of
minimum AIC values, we selected the optimal subset of variables at an optimal scale for every topsoil
property (Table 3). The results showed that the selected variables varied for each topsoil property. SOM
and Total N were explained by the same subset of three variables (intensity, elevation and RSP), pH
was explained by four variables (intensity, elevation, TC and WI); Depth was explained by intensity,
elevation, TC, RSP, STI and WI; and AvaP was weakly explained by three variables (aspect, TC, and
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STI) (Table 3). The corresponding scales of the selected variables in final models are also shown in
Table 3. The results showed that three subsets of selected variables for SOM, Total N, and pH had the
same scale, a 1.5 m grid resolution and 4.5 m neighbor extent. Meanwhile, for Depth and AvaP, the
two subsets of variables had different scales, which tended to have coarser grid resolutions and larger
neighbor extents (Table 3).

Table 3. The results of selected variables and general linear model regression (GLM).

Dep. Intercept Intensity Elevation Aspect TC RSP STI WI AIC R2

SOM a 3.2460 0.8793 ´0.0062 ´0.8439 304 0.663
Total N a 0.2097 0.0261 ´0.0001 ´0.0353 ´128 0.657

pH a 6.4130 0.0584 ´0.0040 0.0128 ´0.138 66 0.471
Depth b 50.694 ´0.3389 ´0.0170 ´91.86 0.0060 0.4203 ´1.7925 360 0.464
AvaP c 24.94 ´0.0060 ´159.3 ´0.232 397 0.102

Notes: a represents the scale of selected variables is 1 m gird resolution and 4.5 m neighbor extent; b represents
the scale of selected variables is 50 m gird resolution and 250 m neighbor extent; c represents the scale of selected
variables is 10 m gird resolution and 70 m neighbor extent.

3.2. GLM Model and Soil Maps

GLM regression was used to further quantify the explanatory power of the selected variables.
The results showed that optimal subsets had strong explanatory power for four topsoil properties
(SOM, Total N, pH, and Depth), while for AvaP the explanatory power was weak. The percentages of
total variations explained for SOM, Total N, pH, Depth and AvaP were 66.3%, 65.8%, 47.1%, 46.4%,
and 10.2%, respectively (Table 3).

GLM results also showed that intensity was the strongest predictor of SOM, Total N, and Depth,
explaining 17.2% to 63.6% of their variances (Figure 2). In contrast, multi-scale topographic factors
explained less of the variance of most topsoil properties; only limited multi-scale topographic variables
showed strong explanatory power for relevant topsoil properties. For example, elevation explained
38.3% of the variation of pH with the scale (1.5 m grid resolution and 4.5 m neighbor extent), and STI
had strong explanatory power for the variance in Depth (14.5%) with the scale (50 m grid resolution
and 250 m neighbor extent). Other single topographic variables had weak explanatory power for
relevant topsoil properties with R2 ranging from negligible to 0.072 (Table S4). However, by combining
the LiDAR-derived intensity and topographic factors, the prediction accuracies were enhanced by 2.7%
to 40.1%. The detailed proportion of variance explained by each predictor is shown in Table S4.
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The selected variables for SOM, Total N, and pH have the same scale, which is 1.5 m grid resolution
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250 m neighbor extent; and the scale of the selected variables for Depth is 10 m grid resolution and
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Based on the aforementioned result of GLM, we used the layers of selected variables at optimal
scale to establish the soil map for each property, and the result is shown in Figure 3. From the soil
maps, the spatial patterns of topsoil properties are visual and easy understandable. Among them,
the soil maps of SOM and Total N have the similar spatial patterns, which presents that SOM and
Total N have more in north than those in middle and south. pH value is smaller in northeast than in
other regions, which means the soil acidity is higher in northeast. In addition, along the ridgelines and
streams, the Depth is thinner, while it distributes uniformly in other regions. Moreover, in the middle
and low attitude region, the AvaP is higher.
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SOM, Total N, and pH have the same scale, which is 1.5 m grid resolution and 4.5 m neighbor extent;
the scale of the soil map for Depth is 50 m grid resolution and 250 m neighbor extent; and the scale of
the soil map for AvaP is 10 m grid resolution and 70 m neighbor extent.

4. Discussion

4.1. Effects and Scale Dependency of LiDAR Intensity on Topsoil Properties

LiDAR intensity can significantly explain up to 17.2%~63.6% of the variation in three topsoil
properties (SOM, Total N, and Depth), but can explain few variances in AvaP and pH (Table S4).
This provides robust evidence that LiDAR intensity information is an effective predictor of three
topsoil properties and it is even more effective than most topographic factors, which have been widely
adopted by previous studies. To the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon has not been reported.
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The primary drivers of this phenomenon largely rest on the sensitivity of the spectral reflectance
of topsoil properties in the near infrared range (NIR; 800–2100 nm), which covers the working spectral
wavelength of our LiDAR system (1550 nm in the NIR range). Former studies using laboratory
experiments reported that spectral reflectance of topsoil properties in NIR was sensitive to changes of
topsoil property concentrations [15–18]. In our study, SOM and Total N were strongly correlated with
LiDAR intensity values. This makes sense, as LiDAR intensity provides information about the relative
proportions of bonds such as C–H and N–H in organic compounds. On the contrary, a recent study
reported that the first and last echoes were used to retrieve forest structure metrics, and then those
metrics were used to estimate topsoil organic carbon storage. The authors found that topsoil organic
carbon was significantly negatively related to intensity [36]. It is worth noting that, in their study
area, there was much higher moisture in the soil and the power of LiDAR can probably be absorbed
by water in soil. Furthermore, SOM decomposes slowly in such soil because of anaerobic conditions.
However, in our study area, those conditions did not exist, topsoil had less moisture, and most of the
LiDAR pulses could reach the ground. Under different conditions, we selected proper methods to
estimate topsoil properties and obtained different results, which is reasonable.

However, intensity is a poor predictor of AvaP, confirming previous findings [16,17]. This might
be associated with the fact that AvaP does not have a primary reflection peak in the NIR region, and
the wavelength of 1550 nm is probably insensitive to AvaP levels [56].

Furthermore, when we tried to explore the scale dependency of the intensity–soil relationship, the
Pearson correlation analysis showed that intensity had different scale dependencies for predicting each
soil property given that the correlation coefficients (r) of different scale intensities ranged from 0.80 to
0.99, and multi-scale intensity layers were significantly and differently related to each other (p < 0.05)
(Table S5). With the increasing in the spatial resolution and neighbor extent of intensity layers, their
explanatory power for SOM, Total N and Depth declined generally and slightly (Table 1).

Although LiDAR intensity information has functioned well for estimating forest topsoil properties,
it also suggested that intensity data should be calibrated using proper methods prior to applications,
especially for quantitative analysis. Moreover, scale dependencies of relationships between intensity
and soil properties were weak in our study, except for Depth. Intensity in finest scale, however, had
better explanatory power for Depth than that for the scale, providing a 50 m grid resolution and 250 m
neighbor extent. On the contrary, the selected subset of topographic factors had the opposite result for
Depth. This phenomenon, however, deserves attention in future studies with respect to scale-related
properties (Table S6).

4.2. Effects and Scale Dependency of Topographic Factors on Topsoil Properties

The relationships varied, which were between seven types of selected multi-scale topographic
factors and five topsoil properties. The R2 values of optimal models ranged from negligible to 0.38
(Table S4), a similar correlation to those reported by previous studies [4,8,10]. Among topographic
factors, elevation had a significantly negative correlation with pH (rpH = ´0.49, p < 0.05), confirming
the conclusions of previous works [11,14,57]. Notice that elevation explained 24% of the variance of
pH in previous research [57], and similarly, it explained up to 38% in our study. Besides, STI had a
significantly negative correlation with Depth, and it could explain 14.5% of the variance in Depth.
This phenomenon is understandable, given that STI represents the capability of soil erosion, namely, a
larger STI value means stronger soil erosion [4,58], which obviously leads to a decrease in soil Depth.

Furthermore, to compare the explanatory powers of the multi-scale selected subsets of topographic
factors for topsoil properties, we used the selected subsets of topographic factors with the finest scale
(1.5 m grid resolution and 4.5 m neighbor extent) as the baseline. This result showed that using
optimal scale subsets of topographic factors to predict topsoil properties, the prediction accuracies
were enhanced by negligible amounts up to 20.2% (Table S7). However, elevation, RSP and WI
had no significant scale dependency on predicting topsoil properties, as the correlation coefficients
among multi-scale elevations were 0.998 at least (Table S8), while RSP and WI varied greatly across
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spatial scales (Tables S9 and S10). In conclusion, elevation is insensitive to scale, while RSP and WI
are sensitive to scales, although they have weak explanatory power for the five topsoil properties
(Table S6). Moreover, it is possible that our study missed the best spatial scale of RSP and WI for
predicating topsoil properties, given that only three spatial scales were considered in this study.
This phenomenon is worth noting in further studies.

In summary, the explanatory powers of multi-scale topographic factors varied for predicting
topsoil properties, and they should be selected carefully in future applications. Moreover, topographic
factors except elevation, RSP, and WT had strong scale dependency with respect to topsoil properties,
and we should take scale dependency of soil–topography into consideration when we use LiDAR
data to quantitatively retrieve topsoil properties or other similar features (topsoil structure, texture,
moisture, etc.) in the future. Furthermore, elevation and RSP might have different scale effects for soil
properties, and they should be treated differently. In addition, the topsoil maps showed that the spatial
patterns were different for properties across scales, and soil maps were important products to visually
exhibit the relationship between selected variables and the corresponding topsoil property. The soil
maps, therefore, should be established, when we study the relationships between various retrieval
variables and soil properties.

5. Conclusions

To explore the effectiveness of LiDAR-derived variables for predicting topsoil properties, we used
information theory method to select the optimal scale, variables, and models, and established GLM for
topsoil properties. This would be a great approach to select an optimal spatial scale of topographic
factors for model development. Overall, we obtained several conclusions: (1) LiDAR intensity was an
effective predictor of three topsoil properties (SOM, Total N, and Depth) with R2 ranging from 0.17 to
0.64; (2) multi-scale LiDAR-derived topographic factors had different explanatory powers for the five
topsoil properties with R2 ranging from negligible to 0.38, and elevation was a robust predictor for
pH with R2 of 0.38; (3) when combinations of intensity and LiDAR-derived topographic factors were
applied, the prediction accuracies (R2) could be enhanced by negligible amounts up to 0.40, relative
to only using intensity for topsoil properties; and (4) the prediction accuracy for Depth increased by
0.20, while for other topsoil properties the prediction accuracies increased negligibly when the scale
dependency of the soil–topography relationship was considered.

The aforementioned findings suggest that LiDAR intensity is a valuable predictor for topsoil
properties in forests with complicated topography and dense canopy cover. This study might therefore
enhance our understanding of the utility of LiDAR intensity in forest soil related areas and extend its
application in forest ecology.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/8/7/561/s1,
Table S1: LiDAR system parameters, Table S2: Description of eight LiDAR-derived variables, Table S3: Nine
scale candidate models with Akaike information criterion (AIC), Table S4: Proportion of variance explained by
each selected predictor in Table S3, Table S5: Pearson correlation analysis result of nine scale intensities, Table S6:
Proportion of each topsoil property explained by each variable in optimal scale models and baseline scale models,
Table S7: Comparison of the optimal scale model and the baseline scale model for each topsoil property, Table S8:
Pearson correlation analysis result of nine scale Elevations, Table S9: Pearson correlation analysis result of nine
scale RSPs, Table S10: Pearson correlation analysis result of nine scale WIs.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging
SOM Soil Organic Matter
Total N Total Nitrogen
pH pH value
Depth O-A horizon Depth
AvaP available phosphorous
3D three-dimensional
DEM digital elevation model
R2 Coefficient of determination
NIR-SWIR Near Infrared to Short Wave Infrared
WI Topographic Wetness Index
RSP Relative Stream Power Index
STI Sediment Transport Index
TC Total Curvature
GPS Global Positioning System
AIC Akaike Information Criterion
GLM General Linear Model regression
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